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	The 3-D Global Spatial Data Model: Foundation of the Spatial Data Infrastructure, 9781420063011 (1420063014), CRC Press, 2008
Traditional methods for handling spatial data are encumbered by the assumption of separate origins for horizontal and vertical measurements. Modern measurement systems operate in a 3-D spatial environment. The 3-D Global Spatial Data Model: Foundation of the Spatial Data Infrastructure offers a new model for handling digital spatial data, the global spatial data model or GSDM.
The GSDM preserves the integrity of three-dimensional spatial data while also providing additional benefits such as simpler equations, worldwide standardization, and the ability to track spatial data accuracy with greater specificity and convenience. This groundbreaking spatial model incorporates both a functional model and a stochastic model to connect the physical world to the ECEF rectangular system.    

Combining horizontal and vertical data into a single, three-dimensional database, this authoritative monograph provides a logical development of theoretical concepts and practical tools that can be used tohandle spatial data more efficiently. The book clearly describes procedures that can be used to handle both ECEF and flat-Earth rectangular components in the context of a rigorous global environment.       
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Gas Well Deliquification, Second Edition (Gulf Drilling Guides)Gulf Professional, 2008
The trusted choice for engineers handling gas wells, now with 30% more information     

       Liquid loading can reduce production and shorten the life-cycle of a well costing a company millions in revenue. A handy guide on the latest techniques, equipment, and chemicals used in de-watering gas wells, Gas Well Deliquification,  2nd ed....

		

The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Time (Oxford Handbooks)Oxford University Press, 2011

	As the study of time has flourished in the physical and human sciences, the philosophy of time has come into its own as a lively and diverse area of academic research. Philosophers investigate not just the metaphysics of time, and our experience and representation of time, but the role of time in ethics and action, and philosophical issues in...


		

Studying for Science: A guide to information, communication and study techniquesTaylor & Francis, 1993
The book has a wealth of advice, techniques, procedures, and information in it. - Education in Chemistry

a valuable aid to students  - Teaching Science     

       This is a user-friendly guide for the science student to the location and use of the various forms of scientific...




	

Intrusion Detection and Correlation: Challenges and SolutionsSpringer, 2004
Intrusion Detection and Correlation: Challenges and Solutions presents intrusion detection systems (IDSs) and addresses the problem of managing and correlating the alerts produced. This volume discusses the role of intrusion detection in the realm of network security with comparisons to traditional methods such as firewalls and...


		

Cut the Cord! The Consumer's Guide to VoIPCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Coverage includes— 

	
    Jerri Ledford has been a freelance business technology writer for more than ten years. During that time, more than 700 of her articles, profiles, news stories, and reports have appeared online and in print. Her publishing credits include Intelligent Enterprise,...




		

Compensating the Sales Force: A Practical Guide to Designing Winning Sales Reward Programs, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	The classic guide to raising your bottom line with the perfect compensation strategy—fully revised and updated!


	Sales compensation WORKS!


	Nothing motivates a sales force better than a powerful compensation program. And when your salespeople are motivated, revenue soars. But how do you design a program...
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